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INFINITE 

WHONIVERSES- 
 

DOCTOR Rrr! 
 

An ALTERNATE Lion-Puppet DOCTOR! 
 

 
 

 

DR RRR! MEETS THE SURGEON! 
 
His dark fur blended into the night, a perfect time to set his traps. He had 
caught several specimens, but the operation was still incomplete, 
something was missing. He hissed, things needed to be done, and there 
wasn’t much time left. 
--- 
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UNBELIEVABLE!  
 
With a ROAR! Doctor Rrr cried out in awe as his TARDIS slipped 
sideways in Time and out of his Home Universe. He was outside of his 
Reality and sailing the seas between Universes, what an exhilarating 
ride! 
 
The Omniversal components had easily reconfigured his Time Machine to 
go beyond the barriers that normally separated one Reality from another. 
This was it, he was free to track down the Grail, figure out the mystery of 
the crashed Time/Dimension ship and try to prevent the Omniwars the 
Oracle had warned him about. 
The TARDIS crossed into a New Universe and he prepared himself for 
whatever lay ahead. 
 
When he poked his mane out of the door, he could smell a dozen scents on 
the wind, hear life around the forest. 
“I’ve done it! WOW! This is Doctor Roar, exploring a strange new 
universe!” He muttered to himself with glee. 
“No longer confined to one Reality, I can explore Time and Space in 
Every Dimension conceivable!” 
 
He saw something. “What’s that?” He muttered. It seemed like a giant 
dead Scorpionoid-creature, but missing a claw and its sting. 
Then he looked over and found a Tarantuloid with legs and pincers 
missing. Something was afoot. 
 
He wandered off and found a Centuroid Beta-Class Scout Unit 
deactivated, then the bottom half of a Dalek, then a Cyberman with no 
head.  This was a complete mystery! 
 
“Urgh”, a noise alarmed him. He saw a Slitheen with only one Arm. 
“Where’s me vinegar?” He shouted then asked the Slitheen what was 
going on. 
“He took my arm. He called himself THE SURGEON!” 
 
Dr. RRR! Used his sense of smell to track down the panther-like Surgeon. 
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“What’s going on?” He asked. The Surgeon was surrounded by bits and 
pieces, all the missing things and a large Cyber-head and a damaged blue 
box. 
“I tried to repair my TARDIS, but nothing works” 
 
Dr. RRR! Saw how badly damaged The Surgeon’s TARDIS was and 
decided to help him out. 
“Right then, let’s get it back to my TARDIS and fixed up, you can also 
fix the Slitheens arm and repair other stuff you’ve damaged. You’re 
welcome to journey through different Realities with me!” 
The Surgeon was dead chuffed, so they cleared up in a jiffy, and then 
went off in the TARDIS on another fantastic adventure. 
 
Time Travelling had never been so much FUN! 
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